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About CBC
CBC is the recognized Business Member Organization,

established as a private sector institution of COMESA. We
represent the interests of businesses sectors at a regional
level.

actively

The services provided go beyond advocacy, to
promote

business

participation

in

regional

integration, investment and global trade. This is done by

facilitating the growth of strong business synergies, the
development of business opportunities, business alliances,
legislative and strategic advocacy. We provide custom

tailored services that are driven by both industry and
enterprise interests..
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BUYER - SELLER PLATFORM - UGANDA
The COMESA Business Council (CBC) partnered with the Private Sector Foundation – Uganda (PSFU) under the
sponsorship of the United States Agency International Development (USAID) successfully hosted the Local Sourcing for
Partnership – Buyer Seller platform. The meeting was held at Imperial Royale Hotel under the theme “ Promoting Efficient
and sustainable Local Supply Chain Systems” from the 22nd to 23rd August, 2019. The objective of the meeting was to;
to provide the local SMEs an opportunity to engage with the buyers in one platform to increase national/regional
partnerships and trade. Further to understand the procurement guidelines of the buyers in Uganda and highlight the
challenges that SMEs are faced with as they try to access markets. Additionally, the meeting provided basic standard
training on food safety management systems for growth enterprises thereby building their capacity to meet national and
regional standards requirements which is condition for market access.
From the 18th to 20th June, 2019- CBC and PSFU convened an LSP training workshop that was aimed at imparting food
safety standards on SMEs so that they meet buying requirements of the buyers. The Buyer Seller Platform was follow up
to the training workshop held in June. The gathering brought together 60 industry players from the Ugandan business
community. The sectors that were represented among others were agro– processors, manufacturing, fish breeders, SME
associations and farmer's cooperatives.
Mr. Badagawa the ED for PSFU challenged the private sector in Uganda to be attending meetings every time they were
called upon. He further informed the gathering that PSFU will continue creating the dialogue platform between
Government and the private sector through such platforms. He highlighted that the LSP has been hatched by CBC and
thanked Ms. Sandra Uwera for pioneering the project.
The meeting was officially opened by Hon. Fredrick Gume- State Minister of Cooperatives who emphasized on the need
to buy locally produced products thereby supporting local service producers, for this is the only intervention that can help
to stimulate the local economy and create sustainable job opportunities. He further highlighted that Uganda has
undertaken far-reaching programmes for economic reforms over the past year in order to grow the economy and
encourage investment which has delivered strong economic growth.
During the Buyer Seller dialogue buyers urged SMEs to uphold high standards and deliver quality products for them to be
competitive. SMEs must also endavor to have a Q- Mark on their products. They further urged SMEs to be consistent
with their supplies because buyers were not ready to work with one off suppliers. For those SMEs that could not meet the
quantities, they were urged to form clusters and start supplying in groups.

BUYER - SELLER PLATFORM - ZIMBABWE
In Zimbabwe, the Buyer- Seller Platform was held in partnership with the Zimbabwe National Chamber of
Commerce with the support from the USAID on 27th and 28th August, 2019 under the theme “promoting
efficient and sustainable local supply chain systems.” 55 SMEs were present in the meeting and 10 SMEs
displayed their products at the mini exhibition area. During the meeting 6 buyers were present and provided
guidelines to SMEs on how they can access their shelving space.
The CBC Chief Executive Officer was represented by Dr. Jonathan Pinifolo- Digital Financial Inclusion
Manager who welcomed the participants to the meeting. He further extended special thanks to the Guest of
Honour - Minister of Industry and Commerce, Hon. N.M Ndlovu who was represented by Mrs. Makombe –
Director of Industry and Trade, for gracing the function and the President of the Zimbabwe National
Chamber of Commerce.
Mr. Macheka welcomed the meeting participants and informed them that the main objective of the BuyerSeller platform was to create and establish business relationships between suppliers and buyers. Further the
platform is a tool for buyers to outline all the guidelines that are needed for SMEs to access their markets and
ZNCC and CBC are working together to implement this program and champion its implementation in
Zimbabwe.
The buyer-Seller platform was officially opened by Hon. N.M Ndlovu who was represented by Mrs. Makombe
– Director of Industry and Trade. In his opening remarks, he emphasised on the need to buy locally produced
goods he mentioned that It is commendable that this forum is being held under a partnership between the
Zimbabwe National Chamber of Commerce and COMESA Business Council and that the theme for the Buyer
Seller Platform “Promoting Efficient and Sustainable Local Supply Chain Systems” is in line with the ZNCC
2019 theme “Expanding Horizons: Dynamic Solutions for Economic Turnaround” which focuses on
developing, promoting, and advancing economic progress by enhancing business entrepreneurship.

RWANDA URGES YOUNG PEOPLE TO USE
ELECTRIC MOTORCYCLES
Rwanda says its citizens should consider using electric motorcycles in an effort to protect the environment
and cut fuel costs. Passengers and motorcyclists say the electric vehicles could change how Rwandans do
business. James Musisi is one of 10 drivers who have started using the motorcycles in what is known as
the moto-taxi business — motorcycle taxis. He says the vehicles are quiet, which means passengers are
able to make telephone calls while they travel.
Electric motorcycles are relatively low in cost when compared to other vehicles. One such bike costs
$1,300. That is less than the $1,600 price for motorcycles that require fuel. Musisi notes that the electric
bikes also require fewer repairs.
Kigali, Rwanda’s capital, has two charging stations for electric powered vehicles. A moto-taxi driver has to
bring a dead battery to take a charged one, which runs for 70 kilometers. The price for recharging an
electric vehicle is equal to the cost of the fuel for traditional motorcycles. In 2016, four business leaders
formed a start-up company called Ampersand. Its aim is to create a mass market for commercial electric
motorcycles in Rwanda.
Josh Whale is the company's chief executive officer. He has high hopes for electric motorcycles in
Rwanda. He says, "For electricity, we found that the grid is sufficiently reliable in Kigali. There has been a
lot of investment made in new (electric) transmission lines, which are operating well, so everything is good
for us."
Environmental efforts
Engineer Collete Ruhamya is director-general of Rwanda's Environment Management Authority. She says
the country has become an important player in the environmental protection movement. "I don't see why
Rwanda should be behind. I think it's the right time for Rwanda to come forward," she said.
Rwandan President Paul Kagame recently announced that his government plans to replace all motorcycles
with new electric ones. He said, "We will find a way to replace the ones you have now. We urge taxi-moto
operators to help us when the phase-out process comes." The push for electric motorcycles follows other
moves the government has taken to protect the environment and keep Kigali clean. Rwanda banned
plastic bags over 10 years ago. And last year, it banned single-use plastic materials, including water
bottles. The United Nations notes that 8 million tons of plastic end up each year in the world's
oceans, poisoning sea life and harming fisheries.
Read
more
on:
https://learningenglish.voanews.com/a/rwanda-urges-young-people-to-use-electricmotorcycles/5058467.html

The Source21 COMESA International Trade Fair and High Level
Business Summit would have not been a huge success without the help
of our partners and sponsors

HOW UNSTABLE POWER SUPPLY CAN AFFECT BUSINESS
GROWTH

In 2015 Zambia suffered from large scale and prolonged load shedding which had a substantial impact on the day to day running

of businesses, resulting in a negative effect on the economy. At the time businesses were almost 100% reliant on the national
power grid and there were very few alternative power sources. Today we are seeing less of an impact because there is a greater

awareness of the importance of using power wisely and people have also started investing in alternative power. However, the

lasting lessons from that time are clear – businesses need to have systems in place that allow them to plan around and manage
unforeseen circumstances. Disruptions like rolling power cuts can have a massive effect on mid-sized businesses. A very large

part of the business is unproductive if there isn’t power and the repercussions are expensive. Diesel generators are expensive,

and diesel is expensive, so you often find that production costs have to be increased due to the added expense of more
expensive power.

Manufacturing businesses and businesses with moving assets, like logistics and transport companies, can be particularly affected

as their systems are heavily reliant on electricity. In the case of the transport sector, we see very particular problems arise in the
area of maintenance when there are power cuts. A company that manages a fleet of trucks is unable to be productive if they
cannot, for example, do tyre fittings. Each truck may have 20 tyres or more, and a fleet could have upwards of 2,000 tyres that

need replacing during regular maintenance. It is also unlikely that a manager can effectively track his vehicles online without
power, which becomes a security issue as well as a customer service issue (as the company cannot report back to a customer on

where their freight is). These sorts of tasks are essential, and therefore being able to plan around potential load shedding
becomes key to productivity.

The transport and logistics sector is a vital contributor to Zambia’s GDP as the country is land locked and relies heavily on
trucking to move goods in and out. Outside of the companies that own the trucks, and physically do the transport, there are
supporting businesses (like the 800 freight forwarding operators in Zambia) that operate in the background on vital operations like
customs clearance and brokering. In total there are about 7000 users on the country’s customs system which gives us a good
indication of the number of commercial entities reliant on the logistics sector to run smoothly.

Zambia’s GDP numbers from 2015 show that transport and storage contributed to 4% of GDP which was similar to the public
administration and defence sector, and larger than financial and insurance activities. Macro-economic numbers from 2017 show

that percentage as 7.3%, which is significantly higher and showing a clear growth in the field. Overall the GDP from transport in

Zambia averaged 1168.41 ZMK Million from 2010 until 2019. Given that transport and logistics can be seen as an important part
of Zambia’s economy, how can businesses in this sector best mitigate the fall-out from load shedding? The answer lies in

effective enterprise resource planning (ERP) with a system like SAP Business One. A good ERP system will help businesses
manage both pre-planning for outages, as well as how to keep the business running during load shedding.

It has become essential good business practise to track how much power is being used across all parts of a business. In an
environment where stable power supplies are rare, it becomes a powerful step towards building more sustainable businesses.

Once smaller to medium businesses understand their power use, which they can do through an effective ERP system, they will
have greater knowledge as to how they should be using and managing this scarce resource – to ensure productivity and
profitability. Knowledge is power and there is power in knowledge.

Read more on: https://www.lusakatimes.com/2019/08/29/how-unstable-power-supply-can-affect-business-growth/

MAURITIUS RANKED EASIEST PLACE TO DO BUSINESS

Mauritius is officially ranked the easiest place to do business in Sub-Saharan Africa. According to the

World Bank’s Doing

Business 2019 study, the Indian Ocean island nation scores a competitive 79.58 out of 100, this total score covering aspects such
as starting a company, registering property, paying taxes, acquiring credit, resolving insolvency, sourcing electricity and trading
across borders.

The ranking also means Mauritius is the 20th easiest place to do business in the world, something which fills

Vikram Ramlochun, Managing Director of South African insurance group Guardrisk’s Mauritian business, with optimism.

“We are

in one of the most dynamic and fastest-growing economies in Sub-Saharan Africa and the country’s business environment and
investment climate has also made it one of the most business-friendly destinations in the region,” he
said.

“Furthermore, Mauritius has emerged as an important platform between Asia, the Middle East and Africa for investment into the
African subcontinent. The financial services sector, including the insurance industry, is an important economic pillar of the

Mauritian economy and the insurance industry’s contribution to GDP is about three percent.” Indeed, important progress at a
legislative level has added even more impetuous to the nation’s insurance industry, now recognised as a respected international
finance centre. As of June 2019, reinsurance business continues to be taxed at three percent, this having convinced the OECD
about the country’s responsible approach to harmonising best tax practices between the local market and offshore market.

“The world is a dynamic place where changes are continuous. Businesses need to adapt to survive and these situations bring
along opportunities and threats which need to be controlled and mitigated, if not eliminated.

“The insurance industry is

walking the same path and new products are being devised, and regulatory frameworks are being strengthened and extended to
capture growing business scenarios and protect policyholders.

“Insurance companies in Mauritius now need to have a well-

established and embedded risk management framework in place. Insurers need to report to the Financial Services Commission on
all the deliverables required by the insurance risk management framework rules. “Therefore, it is crucial that the industry

keeps pace and is prepared for the dynamism of the changing world and continues to provide protection of policyholders and
businesses in the best possible way.”

Read more on; https://www.africaoutlookmag.com/outlook-features/guardrisk-group-mauritius

EGYPT’S MARKET WELCOMES CUSTOM DOLLAR PRICE
LIBERALISATION

The business community and banking experts welcomed Egypt’s Ministry of Finance move to liberalise the custom dollar price on
Sunday, saying it was a sign of Egypt's stable economy and financial system. Ahmed Shiha, a member of the General Division of
Importers at the Federation of Egyptian Chambers of Commerce, said the decision was a step on the right track for the domestic

market and the industry sector. The price of the custom dollar was fixed for three years, on an exceptional basis, to stabilise the
prices of commodities, particularly the imported items the prices of which skyrocketed after the floatation of the Egyptian pound in
November 2016, the finance ministry's statement read.

The gradual decline in the price of the dollar in banks, recording EGP 16.5 for $1, renders the price of the custom dollar close to

the current dollar price, the statement added. He told Ahram Online that tying the custom dollar price to the dollar price set by
the Central Bank of Egypt (CBE) was the norm, while setting a fixed price was adopted as an exceptional response to the

requirements of the Egyptian economic scene at the time. “In fact, fixing the price of the custom dollar failed to achieve its
objectives. It was set to protect the domestic industry and to support the manufacturers from the hiking prices of the exchange
rate in the wake of the floatation of the Egyptian pound, especially that raw materials, feedstock, production inputs, and strategic
commodities are custom-free,” Shiha said.

The recent decision would not affect the prices of commodities on the market, Shiha said, adding that the difference in the price

of the custom dollar and the CBE's dollar price was about 50 piasters. Therefore, he stated, the price difference would not exceed

three percent on each imported commodity. Banking expert Mohsen Khodair said the move was a positive indicator of economic
stability. In addition to reflecting the gradual decline in the dollar price, it was telling the exchange rate was heading towards
stabilisation. It also proved the improvement in economic indicators were in line with the success of the

economic reform programme Egypt adopted in November 2016. “The economic reforms and their results are laying the
groundwork for the Egyptian pound to grow stronger,” he added.

The price of imported goods hiked when the exchange rate went up following the floatation of the pound, affecting importers and
consumers alike, former chairman of Misr Romanian Bank Abdel-Rahman Baraka told Ahram Online. “With the gradual stability

introduced to the market thanks to the economic reforms that took place across Egypt's economic sectors, the Egyptian pound is
almost stabilising. Hence, the right course is to tie the price of the custom dollar to the CBE's price of the dollar," he said.

With its progressive reform measures, Egypt was heading towards a stable, thriving economy, Baraka added. Since it was fixed
on a monthly basis in January 2017, the custom dollar price had been adjusted four times.
Read

more

on

http://english.ahram.org.eg/NewsContent/3/12/344983/Business/Economy/Egypt%E2%80%99s-market-welcomes-

custom-dollar-price-libera.aspx

RWANDA AIMS TO REDUCE COST OF LOGISTICS

Rwanda will continue to deepen reforms in the logistics sector as it aims to cut costs that undermine the country's
competitiveness, Claver Gatete, the Minister of Infrastructure, emphasized while opening the Global Logistics Convention
2019 in Kigali. This, he said, is central to the Government's agenda of putting the private sector at the center of
transformation, which is contained in the national strategy for transformation. He further noted that while Rwanda has made
important gains in the ease of doing business, transport costs--which accounts for about 30 percent to 40 percent of the
total cost of goods--undermine the country's competitiveness and trade. The cost is largely driven by inadequate
infrastructure and inefficient customs procedures, the minister disclosed.
Non-tariff barriers affecting transport in East Africa are estimated at between 3 percent and 16 percent of the cost of the
product, according to Overseas Development Institute (ODI). In the recent past, Rwanda has implemented a number of
trade facilitation initiatives including, the introduction of the Rwanda Electronic Single Window, which has enabled faster
clearance of imports and exports in addition to improving efficiency, transparency, and accountability in revenue collection.
Sector players are optimistic the conference can spur countries to enhance rail and water transport, embrace technology
and curb political friction, among other challenges. However, players noted that a lot more needs to be done, especially in
the region to improve the transport and logistics sector.
Dennis Karera, the Vice-Chairperson of the East African Business Council, underlined how pointless obstacles especially
those stemming from corruption continue to hamper the sector as well as the region's development agenda. To lessen the
evil, he suggested, countries need to digitize trade processes. As good practice, he noted how the electronic cargo tracking
system has eliminated unnecessary stops and reduced bribery on regional roads.
Patricia Ithau, a board member of TradeMark East Africa (TMEA), urged for an increase in the extensive use of technology
because this does not only reduce the time of doing business but also reduces revenue leakages.
Dar-es-Salaam Port Director, Freddy Liundi, told the meeting that a lot has been done to do away with challenges at the
port but admitted more remains to be done. Liundi said: "The port is very old having been built in the colonial era and
nothing has been done for so long. Now, however, we are building better infrastructure and modernizing."
Acknowledging that the logistics sector is central to economic development, Michel Sebera, the Permanent Secretary of the
Ministry of Trade and Industry, said the ministry has been engaging regional countries to unlock challenges in the sector.
According to Stephen Ruzibiza, the CEO of the Private Sector Federation, it would be better if such forums are attended by
regional lawmakers so that they help enact pertinent legislation.
Read more on: https://allafrica.com/stories/201909030236.html
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